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Do you know the muffin man? With the help of the handy pocket-size Totally Muffins Cookbook,
you won’t have to. From blueberry buttermilk to banana walnut and from almond poppy seed to
raspberry cheesecake, you’ll be whipping up fabulous muffins in no time.

About the AuthorDK was founded in London in 1974 and is now the world leading illustrated
reference publisher and a member of the Penguin Random House division of Bertelsmann. DK
publishes highly visual, photographic non-fiction for adults and children. DK produces content
for consumers in over 100 countries and over 60 languages, with offices in the UK, India, US,
Germany, China, Canada, Spain and Australia.DK's aim is to inspire, educate and
entertain readers of all ages, and everything DK publishes, whether print or digital, embodies
the unique DK design approach. DK brings unrivalled clarity to a wide range of topics, with a
unique combination of words and pictures, put together to spectacular effect. We have a
reputation for innovation in design for both print and digital products.Our adult range spans
travel, including the award-winning DK Eyewitness Travel Guides, history, science, nature, sport,
gardening, cookery and parenting. DK’s extensive children’s list showcases a fantastic store of
information for children, toddlers and babies. DK covers everything from animals and the human
body, to homework help and craft activities, together with an impressive list of licensing titles,
including the best-selling LEGO® books.DK acts as the parent company for Alpha Books,
publisher of the Idiot's Guides series.https://www.dk.com/ --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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Other cookbooks in this series:The Totally Garlic CookbookThe Totally Chile Pepper
CookbookThe Totally Mushroom CookbookThe Totally Corn CookbookThe Totally Cookies
CookbookThe Totally Teatime CookbookThe Totally Coffee CookbookCopyright © 1995 by
Helene Siegel and Karen Gillingham. Illustrations copyright © 1995 by Carolyn Vibbert. All rights
reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and
retrieval system without permission in writing from the publisher.The Totally Muffins cookbook is
produced by becker&mayer!, Ltd.Interior design: Susan HerndayInterior illustrations: Carolyn
VibbertLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data Siegel, Helene.Totally Muffins
Cookbook / by Helene Siegel and Karen Gillingham.p. cm.1. Muffins I. Gillingham,
Karen. II. Title.TX770. M83S53 1995641.8’15—dc2095-13579CIPCelestial Arts
PublishingP.O. Box 7123Berkeley, CA 94707v4.1aContentsCoverOther Cookbooks in This
SeriesTitle PageCopyrightIntroductionConversionsClassic MuffinsBlueberry Buttermilk
MuffinsBanana Walnut MuffinsPumpkin Currant MuffinsApplesauce Spice MuffinsStrawberry
Streusel MuffinsBasic Corn MuffinsRefrigerator Bran MuffinsCarrot Raisin MuffinsAlmond
Poppy Seed MuffinsApricot Sourdough MuffinsDate Nut MuffinsButter-Dipped Pear
MuffinsHealth MuffinsWhole Wheat Cranberry MuffinsMaple Oatmeal MuffinsGranola
MuffinsDouble Bran MuffinsSunflower Wheat MuffinsPumpkin Seed Squash MuffinsParty
MuffinsLemon Poppy Seed MuffinsCandied Ginger Lemon MuffinsChocolate Sour Cherry
MuffinsPecan Cinnamon MuffinsOrange Marmalade MuffinsPeanut Butter Chocolate Chip
MuffinsWhite-Out MuffinsSweet Potato MuffinsRaspberry Cheesecake MuffinsGraham Cracker
MuffinsPeach Cobbler MuffinsTropical Upside-Down MuffinsCaramel Apple MuffinsRhubarb
Custard MuffinsSavory MuffinsFig Aniseed MuffinsChile Corn MuffinsToasted Walnut
Gorgonzola MuffinsRosemary MuffinsSun-Dried Tomato Olive MuffinsPotato Chive
MuffinsOnion Caraway MuffinsParmesan Herb MuffinsDo you know the muffin man,The muffin
man, the muffin man?Do you know the muffin man?He lives in Drury Lane.If you are a muffin
eater or even a muffin nibbler, you owe it to yourself to become a muffin baker. No other form of
baking offers such high return for such low investment.All it takes is about ten minutes mixing
time and twenty minutes baking time to whip out the freshest, tangiest blueberry muffins, the
most wholesome nutty brown cranberry muffins, carrot muffins that beg to be eaten, and dark
chocolate cherry muffins rich enough to pass for dessert.It doesn’t take any fancy equipment or
culinary technique to achieve results that almost always surpass the lead-weight, chemically
enhanced store-bought kind.Muffins, the handheld answer to cake, are an American
phenomenon of the last 150 years. They owe their existence to the development of chemical
leaveners like baking soda and powder that speed up the rising process.Our collection of
simple, honest, all-American goodies is arranged in four categories for easy access: classic
muffins for purists who crave nothing more than a perfect blueberry or banana nut muffin to start



their day; party muffins for sweet tooths who crave illicit thrills like chewy caramel apple muffins
or vanilla-spiked macadamia cake with their afternoon coffee; savory muffins with flavorings like
aniseed, caraway, potatoes, fresh herbs, and chile peppers to provide a tasty bread or roll
alternative for quick suppers; and health muffins for those who are always on the lookout for
healthful but delicious snacks. Be warned, however, our definition of “good for you” is a loose
one. These muffins are packed with bran, oats, nuts, seeds, vegetables, and herbs but they also
have things like sugar and buttermilk to balance and enhance the flavors. So all you need to do
is follow the recipes and excellent muffins are sure to follow. Remember—if everyone loves a
good muffin, the muffin maker must be a pretty popular person.Baking Soda vs. PowderBaking
soda and baking powder give muffins the boost they need to rise in minutes, rather than the
hours it takes a yeast dough to rise. Here is how the two differ:Baking soda, or sodium
bicarbonate, is always used in combination with a sour ingredient like sour cream, buttermilk,
yogurt or lemon juice. The general rule is ½ teaspoon soda for each cup sour liquid or
tablespoon lemon juice. Baking soda is activated as soon as it gets wet, so bake quickly when it
is used alone.Baking powder, a combination of baking soda, two acids and cornstarch, is easier
to work with. Since the acid is already added it does not need anything to neutralize it and since
it is double acting you have a little more time to get things in the oven. It starts bubbling first
when liquid is applied and again with heat. The hotter the oven, the better and quicker the
rise.When in doubt, rely on baking powder. The general rule is 1½ teaspoons powder to each
cup flour. Each ½ teaspoon soda replaces 2 teaspoons powder. For all-purpose muffin baking,
you can’t go wrong with 1 tablespoon baking powder.CONVERSIONSLiquid1Tbsp= 15 ml½ cup
= 2 fl. oz = 60 ml1 cup = 8 fl. oz = 250 mlDry¼ cup = 4 Tbsp = 2 oz = 60 g1 cup = ½ pound = 8 oz
= 250 gFlour½ cup = 60 g1 cup = 4 oz = 125 gTemperature400° F = 200°C = gas mark 6375° F
= 190°C = gas mark 5350°F = 175°C = gas mark 4Miscellaneous2 Tbsp butter = 1 oz = 30 g1
inch = 2.5 cmall-purpose flour = plain flourbaking soda = bicarbonate of sodabrown sugar =
demerara sugarconfectioners’ sugar = icing sugarheavy cream = double creammolasses =
black treacleraisins = sultanasrolled oats = oat flakessemisweet chocolate = plain
chocolatesugar = caster sugarCLASSIC MUFFINS

totally muffins cookbook totally vegan stracciatella muffins too many eggs in muffins light and
airy muffins easy from scratch muffins
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with Love! (Baking Cookbook Book 2) The Dahlia Bakery Cookbook: Sweetness in Seattle
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Toni, “Your "baby" muffin book. My initial thought in purchasing this literally tiny book was that it
would be "nice" to have a little reference guide, of sorts. You know, nothing as grand as my "real"
baking books, baking snob that I am. I was very wrong, much to my delight!As they say, never
just a book by it's cover or a dogs bite by its bark and so it goes for this little marvel of a muffin
book as well. It has some of the best muffin creations that I've tasted and I have only just gotten
started.The book itself is about 5 x 5-1/2 inches in size, thin, and as light as the muffin recipes
contained within. There are no photo's, no heavy or glossy pictures, or anything remarkable
except for the 12 grand recipes that will fill your insides with some of the sweetest delectables
you ever made in a paper liner. Helen Siegel and Karen Gillingham have written a wonderful ode
to the muffin, which can be our salvation on any crazy or lazy morning. The book starts with an
introduction on the "muffin" and the muffin person, along with some encouragement to get
started. Then you get an interesting "baking soda vs baking powder" education which for the
average baker, is a mini-chemitry course; a conversion table comes next, and then the fun
begins:Blueberry Buttermilk MuffinsBanana Walnut MuffinsPumpkin Currant MuffinsApplesacue
Spice MuffinsStrawberry Streusel MuffinsBasic Corn MuffinsRefrigerator Bran MuffinsCarrot
Raisin MuffinsAlmond Poppy Seed MuffinsApricot Sourdough MuffinsDate Nut MuffinsButter-
Dipped Pear MuffinsI made the Blueberry Buttermilk Muffins as they directed but instead of the
pan for 12 regular size muffins, I used the king-sized muffin pan and made 6. They came out the
size of your head and were absolutely superb; the buttermilk made all the difference. As an extra
note, for those on a gluten-free diet, "substitute" flours work well also.As an extra thought about
this book, I decided to order more of theses powerful little teachers of taste, and make a "muffin
gift basket" that has this wonderful little book tucked inside. I have family and friends that are
hard to buy for, and who really don't need anything, but a festive collection of muffin-making
items, along with "Totally Muffins Cookbook", all tied up with ribbon and raffia, will be a
cherished way of celebrating a special day for them. Thank you so much Helene and Karen!!”

Flavia R., “The No-Frills Muffin Cookbook. I own other muffin cookbooks, and I have to say this
one is my favorite so far.It is a very small cookbook, takes no shelf space, and has no pictures (a
tiny downside). But it contains lots of recipes, all of them easy to prepare, and very yummy. Here
is the complete list of chapters and recipes:Classic Muffins: Blueberry Buttermilk Muffins,
Banana Walnut Muffins, Pumpkin Currant Muffins, Applesauce Spice Muffins, Strawberry
Streusel Muffins, Basic Corn Muffins, Refrigerator Bran Muffins, Carrot Raisin Muffins, Almond
Poppy Seed Muffins, Apricot Sourdough Muffins, Date Nut Muffins, and Butter-Dipped Pear
Muffins.Health Muffins: Whole Wheat Cranberry Muffins, Maple Oatmeal Muffins, Granola
Muffins, Double Bran Muffins, Sunflower Wheat Muffins, and Pumpkin Seed Squash
Muffins.Party Muffins: Lemon Poppy Seed Muffins, Candied Ginger Lemon Muffins, Chocolate
Sour Cherry Muffins, Pecan Cinnamon Muffins, Orange Marmalade Muffins, Peanut Butter



Chocolate Chip Muffins, Whiteout Muffins Muffins, Sweet Potato Muffins, Raspberry
Cheesecake Muffins, Graham Cracker Muffins, Peach Cobbler Muffins, Tropical Upside-Down
Muffins, Caramel Apple Muffins, and Rhubarb Custard Muffins.Savory Muffins: Fig Aniseed
Muffins, Chile Corn Muffins, Toasted Walnut Gorgonzola Muffins, Rosemary Muffins, Sun-Dried
Tomato Olive Muffins, Potato Chive Muffins, Onion Caraway Muffins, and Parmesan Herb
Muffins.Most of these recipes make 12 muffins, although there are a few that make a little less
(some make 9, others 10, for example).I own other books from the totally series, and being a fan
of some of them (Totally Pies Cookbook and Totally Chocolate Cookbook) I made up my mind
and decided to purchase a copy of Totally Muffins Cookbook at Amazon Marketplace (it was
already out of print at the time). I have no regrets. I recommend this book to anyone that wants a
comprehensive, no-frills, muffin recipe cookbook at home.”

Lincoln County MT, “It's whats inside an itty Muffin Book that Counts..... Ok I enjoy a good muffin.
This book delivers some nice recipes even some new twists. You can go on line and collect a ton
of free muffin recipes to make your own little treasured book too. Don't ditch this book by it's
cuteness or little size. Not until you've tried at least 3 recipes with in it. Then complain or not...but
if you get an itty book and it's not what you wanted your fault it states it's size in advance. Read
the fine print! I like the Waffle book and this one but not impressed with the Apple cookbook. For
those allergic to cinnamon like myself....substitute the likes or blends of cloves/ginger/allspice/
nutmeg and even lemon rind. Or just leave it out and you'll be surprised how much you don't
even miss it. Always think outside the box and color outside the lines. Push the authority figures
in your life even if you are all grown up now......enjoy your freedom and have that with a hot fresh
muffin! (Look for muffins recipes that use less sugar and fat by the way.)”

LINDA U. MURRAY, “So happy to find this book again. So happy to find this book again. I have
had my copy for years and bought this one for sister-in-law. She loves to bake so she will love
this. I think I have made all the recipes at least once.Good portion size recipes. I only make the
Texas size muffins and these make about 6. Good book for a single person.”

Donna M Rowe, “Highly recommend. Put in gift boxes for newlyweds please!. My absolute
favorite muffin book. All recipes bake up perfect every time.”

T. Griffin, “Excellent book!. This is a small book, but every page is packed with useful ideas. It
may not have 600 recipes like other muffin books, but the one's it does have are all gems. How
many different muffins do you need anyway? This should be your first muffin book, and it may be
your last muffin book.”

C.B., “Finding a fave book. My mom loved the recipes in this book, then she gave the book away
to a friend as a gift. She tried a few recipes in this book and she loved them. I helped her find the
book again. Thanks Amazon!”



David Burton, “THE muffin book. Bought a copy, misplaced it for a while, had to buy another
copy, just had to - it's worth it.The obvious question is why not just get a book with lots of recipes
for various different things, and not just muffins?Well, the reason to get this book is that there are
all different kinds of muffins - from savoury to somewhat healthy to fruity and on to deeply rich
and tasty - there are muffins to suit all tastes here, pretty much.The recipes are clear and
accurate - we haven't had any muffins turn out badly yet, and we've done lots of batches
(including the ginger, maple, lemon, banana and chocolate, chocolate, blueberry and, finally, the
cinnamon muffins).Since muffins are generally slightly lower in sugar than the equivalent cakes
and sponges, they make for a somewhat healthier indulgent snack - and some of the options are
pretty healthy, too. The book also offers suggestions for substitutions to cater for specific needs,
which is always very welcome.Of course, I'll blame it entirely for my expanding waistline, but
apart from that I can't recommend it highly enough!”

The book by Helene Siegel has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 37 people have provided feedback.
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